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Learning Reactive Programming With Java 8Packt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to use RxJava and its reactive Observables to build fast, concurrent, and powerful applications through detailed examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn about Java 8's lambdas and what reactive programming is all about, and how these aspects are utilized by RxJava
	
		Build fast and...
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A First Course in Logic: An Introduction to Model Theory, Proof Theory, Computability, and ComplexityOxford University Press, 2004
'a clear and unifying treatment of fundamental concepts underlying Computer Sciences and Foundations of Mathematics' Professor Boris Zilber (Professor of Mathematical Logic, University of Oxford)

'an excellent book' Professor Dov Gabbay (King's College, London)     

       The ability to reason and think in a logical manner...
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Access Denied: The Practice and Policy of Global Internet Filtering (Information Revolution and Global Politics)MIT Press, 2008
This book is a testament to collaboration. About five years ago, it became clear to several of us—at the University of Cambridge, Harvard Law School, and the University of Toronto—that we might accomplish more by working together, across institutions and continents, than we could by going it alone. Since that time, the Oxford Internet...
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Maya Studio Projects: DynamicsSybex, 2009
The only hands-on book devoted to mastering Maya's dynamics tools for water, wind, and fire

In the world of animation, the ability to create realistic water, wind, and fire effects is key. Autodesk Maya software includes powerful dynamics tools that have been used to design breathtaking effects for movies, games, commercials, and short...
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Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations on Parallel ComputersSpringer, 2006

	Since the dawn of computing, the quest for a better understanding of Nature has been a driving force for technological development. Groundbreaking achievements by great scientists have paved the way from the abacus to the supercomputing power of today. When trying to replicate Nature in the computer’s silicon test tube, there is need...
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Pride and Power: A Modern History of IraqHurst, 2021

	The story of Iraq is one of resistance. In this groundbreaking study, Johan Franzen offers a contextual modern history of the country, its creation and its struggle for sovereignty.





	Iraq's contemporary history is a tale of a diverse people thrown together into a nation-state by imperialist statecraft. From the...
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Openvpn: Building And Integrating Virtual Private NetworksPackt Publishing, 2006
OpenVPN is an outstanding piece of software that was invented by James Yonan in the year 2001 and has steadily been improved since then. No other VPN solution offers a comparable mixture of enterprise-level security, usability, and feature richness. We have been working with OpenVPN for many years now, and it has always proven to be the best...
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The Art of Designing Embedded Systems, Second EditionNewnes, 2008

	For tens of thousands of years the human race used their muscles and the labor of animals to build a world that differed little from that known by all their ancestors. But in 1776 James Watt installed the fi rst of his improved steam engines in a commercial enterprise, kicking off the industrial revolution.

	

	The 1800s were...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL QueryingMicrosoft Press, 2009

Tackle the toughest set-based querying and query tuning problems—guided by an author team with in-depth, inside knowledge of T-SQL. Deepen your understanding of architecture and internals—and gain practical approaches and advanced techniques to optimize your code’s performance.

Discover how to:


...
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Design and Analysis of Randomized Algorithms: Introduction to Design ParadigmsSpringer, 2005

	Randomization has become a standard approach in algorithm design. Efficiency
	and simplicity are the main features of randomized algorithms that
	often made randomization a miraculous springboard for solving complex problems
	in various applications. Especially in the areas of communication, cryptography,
	data management, and discrete...
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Making, Breaking Codes: Introduction to CryptologyPrentice Hall, 2001

	This book is an introduction to modern ideas in cryptology and how to employ
	these ideas. It includes the relevant material on number theory, probability, and
	abstract algebra, in addition to descriptions of ideas about algorithms and com
	plexity theory. Three somewhat different terms appear in the discussion of secure
	communications...
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Software Fault Tolerance Techniques and Implementation (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2001
The scope, complexity, and pervasiveness of computer-based and controlled systems continue to increase dramatically. The consequences of these systems failing can range from the mildly annoying to catastrophic, with serious injury occurring or lives lost, human-made and natural systems destroyed, security breached, businesses failed, or...
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